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    Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanismBrout-Englert-Higgs mechanism
      Spontaneous breaking of  EW symmetry   Spontaneous breaking of  EW symmetry   
      SU(2) x U(1) → ?SU(2) x U(1) → ?

    Two Higgs Doublet ModelTwo Higgs Doublet Modelss
        Two doublets of  SU(2) (Y=1, Two doublets of  SU(2) (Y=1, =1)  -  =1)  -  Φ₁ , Φ₂Φ₁ , Φ₂
        Masses for WMasses for W, Z , no mass for photon?     , Z , no mass for photon?     
        Fermion masses via Yukawa interaction – Fermion masses via Yukawa interaction – 
                                                          various models: Model I, II, III, IV,X,Y,...various models: Model I, II, III, IV,X,Y,...

      
        
                                  
                                                                                                

5 scalars:  H+ and  H-  and  neutrals:5 scalars:  H+ and  H-  and  neutrals:
  - CP conservation: CP-even h, H & CP-odd A - CP conservation: CP-even h, H & CP-odd A 
  - CP violation: h- CP violation: h11,h,h22,h,h33 with undefinite CP parity* with undefinite CP parity*

Sum rules (relative couplings to SM Sum rules (relative couplings to SM )  )  

                                                              T.D. Lee 1973 T.D. Lee 1973 



  

SM-like scenarios SM-like scenarios 
 In many modelsIn many models  possiblepossible  SM-like scenariosSM-like scenarios
      OurOur  definition of SM-like scenario:definition of SM-like scenario:  
                Higgs h with mass ~ 125 GeV, SM tree-level couplings*Higgs h with mass ~ 125 GeV, SM tree-level couplings*

                                                                                                                                                          (* up to sign)(* up to sign)
                    No other new particles seen …No other new particles seen …
                                                                  (too heavy or too weakly interacting )        (too heavy or too weakly interacting )        

  Note:Note: Loops   ggh,  Loops   ggh, hh,  ,  ZhZh may differ from the SM case       may differ from the SM case      
    

 In models with two SU(2) doublets:In models with two SU(2) doublets:
                      - MSSM with decoupling of heavy Higgses - MSSM with decoupling of heavy Higgses 
                      - 2HDM (Mixed), where - 2HDM (Mixed), where both h or H can be SM-likeboth h or H can be SM-like
                      - Dark  2HDM (Intert Doublet Model)- Dark  2HDM (Intert Doublet Model)

this talk



  

Higgs-like boson (summer 2012)Higgs-like boson (summer 2012)



  

  2HDM- great laboratory of BSM2HDM- great laboratory of BSM
In this talk I will considerIn this talk I will consider

 Mixed  Model  with a scalar sector  as in  MSSM Mixed  Model  with a scalar sector  as in  MSSM 
→ the 125 GeV  Higgs boson h or H 

 Inert Doublet Model (IDM)  which contains DM, has one 
SM-type Higgs boson →  the 125 GeV  Higgs boson h

 

        Will not discuss Will not discuss temp. evolution of the inert vacuum and sequences temp. evolution of the inert vacuum and sequences 
of different vacua in the past (one, two and three phase transitions)  of different vacua in the past (one, two and three phase transitions)  
- with leading T- with leading T22 corrections corrections  PRD 82(2010)  Ginzburg, Kanishev,MK, SokołowskaPRD 82(2010)  Ginzburg, Kanishev,MK, Sokołowska  

      - beyond T- beyond T22 corrections  (to find strong enough first-order phase  corrections  (to find strong enough first-order phase 
transition needed for baryogenesis)   transition needed for baryogenesis)   (G. Gil Thesis'2011,   G.Gil, P. (G. Gil Thesis'2011,   G.Gil, P. 
Chankowski, MK 1207.0084 [hep-ph])Chankowski, MK 1207.0084 [hep-ph])

            



  

2HDM Lagrangian L=L2HDM Lagrangian L=LSMSM+L+LHH+L+LYY
Potential Potential     (Lee'73)(Lee'73)

    V = V = ½λ½λ11(Φ₁†Φ₁)²+½λ₂(Φ₂†Φ₂)²+λ₃(Φ₁†Φ₁)(Φ₂†Φ₂)(Φ₁†Φ₁)²+½λ₂(Φ₂†Φ₂)²+λ₃(Φ₁†Φ₁)(Φ₂†Φ₂)

            + λ₄(Φ₁†Φ₂)(Φ₂†Φ₁)+½ [λ₅(Φ₁†Φ₂)²+h.c]+ λ₄(Φ₁†Φ₂)(Φ₂†Φ₁)+½ [λ₅(Φ₁†Φ₂)²+h.c]

            + + [(λ₆(Φ₁†Φ₁)+λ₇(Φ₂†Φ₂))(Φ₁†Φ₂)+h.c][(λ₆(Φ₁†Φ₁)+λ₇(Φ₂†Φ₂))(Φ₁†Φ₂)+h.c]

            - ½m²₁₁(Φ₁†Φ₁)- ½m²₂₂(Φ₂†Φ₂)- ½[- ½m²₁₁(Φ₁†Φ₁)- ½m²₂₂(Φ₂†Φ₂)- ½[m²₁₂(Φ₁†Φ₂)+h.c.m²₁₂(Φ₁†Φ₂)+h.c.]]

    Z₂  symmetry transformation: Φ₁ Φ₁  Φ₂  - Φ₂→ →Z₂  symmetry transformation: Φ₁ Φ₁  Φ₂  - Φ₂→ →
                                                                                                                    (or vice versa)(or vice versa)
          Hard Z₂ symmetry violation: Hard Z₂ symmetry violation: λ₆, λ₇ termsλ₆, λ₇ terms
          Soft  Z₂ symmetry violation: Soft  Z₂ symmetry violation: m²₁₂m²₁₂ term       (Re  term       (Re m²₁₂=µ²m²₁₂=µ²))
          Explicit Z₂  symmetry in V:  Explicit Z₂  symmetry in V:  λ₆, λ₇, λ₆, λ₇, m²₁₂=0m²₁₂=0

 with  LH=T-V



  

Consider explicit ZConsider explicit Z22symmetry symmetry 

Z₂  symmetry of  V under transformation: Z₂  symmetry of  V under transformation: 
                                      Φ₁ Φ₁     Φ₂  - Φ₂                      → →Φ₁ Φ₁     Φ₂  - Φ₂                      → →
I will call it  the D-symmetry, I will call it  the D-symmetry, 
and  denote  Φand  denote  Φ 1    1   asas      ΦΦSS    and  Φ    and  Φ22  Φ→ Φ→ DD                          

            Models of Yukawa inter.
                          with  D symmetry to avoid FCNC

Model I Model I  - only one doublet - only one doublet  interacts with fermions interacts with fermions 
                                                                                                                                                  (SM  SM)→(SM  SM)→
Model II Model II – one doublet – one doublet   with down-type fermions with down-type fermions       d , ld , l
                                            other  with up-type fermions                   uother  with up-type fermions                   u
                                                                                                                (SM'  SM', p→(SM'  SM', p→ R R  - p→ - p→ RR))        
      



  

Possible extrema (vacuum) states Possible extrema (vacuum) states 
                                                                      for V with Z            for V with Z2 2 (D)(D)      
                                                            
The most general stateThe most general state
                                                                                                                                                    vvSS, v, vDD, u, u - real  - real 

                                                                                                                                                        vvS S , u  , u   0 0

                                                                                                                                  vv22=v=vSS
22+v+vDD

22+u+u22==(246 GeV)(246 GeV)22

    EWs  EWs                                                                                                               u =0   v u =0   vDD=v=vSS= 0 = 0 
  Inert               Inert                                                          u = 0  v         u = 0  vDD= 0 = 0 
  Inert-like           Inert-like                                                   u = 0  v        u = 0  vSS= 0 = 0 
  MixedMixed (Normal, (Normal, MSSM like MSSM like))           u          u = 0  = 0  vvDD≠≠vvSS≠≠0 0 
    
  ChargeCharge Breaking                      u Breaking                      u≠≠0   v0   vDD =0  =0 

                                                      



  

For both the same unitarity constraints on For both the same unitarity constraints on λ's hold:λ's hold:  
  

Couplings for dark 
particles in IDM 
λ345=λ3+ λ4 +λ5

λ45=λ4 + λ5

B. Gorczyca, MSc Thesis, 
July 2011

Mixed and Inert vacuum in agreement 
with present data – 
             very different phenomenology



  

Mixed Model Mixed Model 
                (Mixed vacuum, Model II Yukawa)(Mixed vacuum, Model II Yukawa)
Masses of Higgs bosons h,H,A,H+/-Masses of Higgs bosons h,H,A,H+/-

Relative couplings wrs SM (tan Relative couplings wrs SM (tan ββ = v = vDD/v/vSS))

hbb,
htt



  

  

 

Akeroyd, A. Arhrib, E. Naimi,SM-like  Mixed Model

Upper limits  
on masses from 
unitarity constraints

Mixed Model Mixed Model 

g(hVV)=g(HSM VV)
                               V=W,Z
 Mh = 125 GeV

B. Gorczyca, MSc Thesis, July 2011

Limit on tan beta from the Mh value !



  

MMhh vs tan  vs tan For h mass =125 GeV

          tan  tan  



 constrained by 
mass not Yukawa!

SM-like  Mixed Model

1112.5086v2 
[hep-ph]

B.Gorczyca, MK



  

If H is SM-like If H is SM-like 



  

LEP data for Mixed ModelLEP data for Mixed Model
                if H is SM-like then h must be  lighter with   if H is SM-like then h must be  lighter with   
           the suppressed coupling to gauge boson           the suppressed coupling to gauge boson 

H is SM-like then !



  Gfitter 0811.0009[hep-ph]

95%CL

Mixed Model 

B → XB → Xss gamma decay gamma decay
MMH+H+ vs  tan  vs  tan 

New 2012: MH+> 380 GeV
Misiak





  

Loop couplings hgg, h Loop couplings hgg, h γ γ (hZγ)γ γ (hZγ)

For hgg For hgg 
- b and t important- b and t important

For For h h γ γγ γ
- t (b), W, H+- t (b), W, H+
(in 2HDMs)(in 2HDMs)

W and t destructive interfence in SM, so...W and t destructive interfence in SM, so...    
To be tested at PLC



  

LC-TH-2001-026

Then for the relative couplings of neutral Higgs (vrs SM)   

Using pattern relation
for 2HDM (II)
 



  

Both h and H maybe SM-likeBoth h and H maybe SM-like

For h or H  
with mass 
120 GeV

MH+=600 GeV

Two solutions of pattern relation:
                                A – all couplings close to 1
                                B – one Yukawa coupling close to -1  

Loop induced couplings gg, gg,   
different for A and B 

„„wrong” sign of coupling to top →wrong” sign of coupling to top →
large  enhancement of  h/H coupling to large  enhancement of  h/H coupling to gg, gg,   ! ! 



  

Inert Doublet Model  Inert Doublet Model  
                Symmetry under  ZSymmetry under  Z22  transf.     transf.   ΦΦSS  →  → ΦΦSS      ΦΦDD - →- → ΦΦDD  
                both in L (V and Yukawa interaction = Model I only both in L (V and Yukawa interaction = Model I only ΦΦSS))
                and in the vacuum:and in the vacuum:

                                    ΦΦSS  as in SM (as in SM (BEHBEH), with ), with HiggsHiggs boson h (SM-like) boson h (SM-like)
                                    ΦΦDD has  has   no vevno vev, with 4 scalars (no Higgs bosons!), with 4 scalars (no Higgs bosons!)
                                              no interaction with fermions  (no interaction with fermions  (inertinert  doublet)  doublet)

    Here ZHere Z2 2 symmetry exact →Zsymmetry exact →Z22 parity, only  parity, only ΦΦDD has odd  has odd ZZ22-parity-parity
               →                 →  The lightest scalar stable -a dark matter candidateThe lightest scalar stable -a dark matter candidate
                                              ((ΦΦDD  dark doublet with dark scalars) .) .

                                

Today? 

<<ΦΦSS  >= v>= v <<ΦΦDD>= 0>= 0

Ma'78
Barbieri'06

Φ₁ Φ→ S Higgs doublet S              Φ₂ Φ→Φ₂ Φ→ DD  Dark doublet D doublet D

Inert 
vacuum I1



  

Constraining Inert Doublet Model Constraining Inert Doublet Model 
 Positivity,extrema,vacua,pert. unitarity, S, TPositivity,extrema,vacua,pert. unitarity, S, T
 By consideringBy considering  properties of properties of 
            - the SM-like h, - the SM-like h, M2

h= m11
2 = 1 v2     

      - the dark scalars  Dthe dark scalars  D
                  always in pairs! always in pairs! 
                            

                          
      

                      DD couple to V = W/Z (eg. AZH, H couple to V = W/Z (eg. AZH, H⁻ ⁻ WW ⁺⁺H),  not  DVV!H),  not  DVV!
                          Quartic selfcouplings DQuartic selfcouplings D44  proportional to proportional to   

                          hopeless to be measured at colliders! (→ D. Sokołowska talk)

             Couplings with Higgs:  hHH ~ 
h H+H- = ~ 

(Ma'2006,..B. Świeżewska, 
Thesis2011, 1112.4356, 
1112.5086[hep-ph] )





  

Inert Doublet Model Inert Doublet Model 
                         with Mh=125 GeV                          with Mh=125 GeV 

Analysis based on unitarity, 
positivity, EWPT constraints
             Gorczyca'2011-12

m22
2 =0 

m22
2= - 106 GeV2

valid up to |m22
2|= 104GeV2



  

       

gg → h → gg → h → γγγγ in IDM  in IDM 

also Arhrib at al

Light 
green
R >1

((

< 0) 



  

ConclusionsConclusions
 2HDM - a great laboratory for physics BSM2HDM - a great laboratory for physics BSM
 SM-like scenarios can be realized in: SM-like scenarios can be realized in: 
        
        - 2HDM (Mixed) where  - 2HDM (Mixed) where  both h or H can be SM-like:both h or H can be SM-like:
            mass ofmass of  H+ between 380-600 GeV,H+ between 380-600 GeV,
            both for both for SM-likeSM-like h (then 0.2< tan  h (then 0.2< tan ββ<<5.6) and 5.6) and SM-likeSM-like H H
            large enhancement of loop couplings possible due to large enhancement of loop couplings possible due to 

wrong sign of Yukawa coupling to the top quarkwrong sign of Yukawa coupling to the top quark
        
        - Intert Doublet Model with  - Intert Doublet Model with  SM-like h:SM-like h:  
            mass of H+ below 160 GeV if  Rmass of H+ below 160 GeV if  R  >1.2>1.2
            (Note, however that H+ has no Yukawa couplings)(Note, however that H+ has no Yukawa couplings)

        Photon Linear Collider can test such modelsPhoton Linear Collider can test such models
                    



  

    PLC   PLC                                                       ГГ ( (h →h →  γγ  γγ) ~ 3 %) ~ 3 %    
                                                                      

Niezurawski et al., Niezurawski et al., 

                                      Monig, RoscaMonig, Rosca



  

Relative couplings (w.r.s SM)Relative couplings (w.r.s SM)
For neutral Higgs particles hFor neutral Higgs particles hii  ,i = 1,2,3,i = 1,2,3

there are relations among couplings,there are relations among couplings,
                                                                                                    eg.eg.

pattern relation

V=Z,W+/-
u=up quarks (u,c,t)
d=down quarks (d,s,b) 
    and charged leptons
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